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Officers/Medical Officers in UHBVN.
Heads at Head Quarter, panchkula,
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The proposal has arso been considered in the meeting of whore Time
UHBVN helcl on29lLLl2017 and it has been decided as under :_
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Chief Ar:codn(officer,
UHBVN Panchkula.

Dated 8.L2.2017
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Dated: B,I,2.ZOL7

The directions of wrDs of UHBVN may be compried in its true retter and spirit.

Copy of above is forwarded to the following for information and taking furtherplease.
The Engineers /OP, UHBVN, panchkula & Rohtak.
Ail MM, HPPC & Commercial, UHBVN, panchkula.
The Admn, UHBVN, Panchkula.
The FA/. A&CAO/MM/CA, UHBVN, panchkula.
All SEs, UHBVN.
The Coi y Secretary, UHBVN, panchkula.
The
The
The L.R.
AllXen's

vffilr,

Communication Officer, UHBVN, panchkula.
arylQGRF, UHBVN, KKTM,
PU, Panchkula.

UHBVN.
Panchkrila for uploding the circular on the Nigam website please.

(DA/As .\
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All
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Chief Accdtrf Officer,
UHBVN Panchkula

Under /HR-I/HR-II & GA, UHBVN, panchkuta
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